Introgression, the transfer of genetic material between closely related species through hybridization, is an important and ubiquitous evolutionary force in both plants and animals (Mallet 2007) . Although hybrids are often nonviable or infertile, hybridization can be an important driving force for the origin of novel traits and new species (Mallet 2007; Zinner et al. 2011 ). Within our genus, Homo, there is strong evidence for multiple introgression events between our own species, H. sapiens, and now extinct sister taxa outside Africa (Pääbo 2014) . Neanderthal whole-genome sequencing Prüfer et al. 2014) revealed that Neanderthals contributed an average of ∼2% of the genetic variation of present-day humans living outside of sub-Saharan Africa. This gene flow likely took place 37-86 thousand yr ago (kya), after early modern humans emigrated from Africa and before archaic forms went extinct in Eurasia (Sankararaman et al. 2012) , and it may have occurred multiple times Akey 2014, 2015; Kim and Lohmueller 2015) . Analyses of genome sequences from another extinct archaic human species, known as Denisovan, found in a cave in Siberia suggest that this archaic form or its closely related species contributed ∼5% of genetic variation to present-day Melanesians (Reich et al. 2010; Pääbo 2014) .
Furthermore, studies also suggest that the Denisovan genome has sequences that came from admixture with an unknown extinct hominin (Reich et al. 2010 ) and with Neanderthals ). An important implication of these findings is that interbreeding among archaic humans may have promoted adaptation through the transfer of advantageous introgressive alleles (Hardy et al. 2005; Evans et al. 2006; Mendez et al. 2012; HuertaSánchez et al. 2014; Sankararaman et al. 2014; Vernot and Akey 2014; Racimo et al. 2015) .
Although it is becoming clear that modern humans interbred with archaic humans outside of Africa, it is not clear to what extent similar interbreeding took place in the history of anatomically modern humans (AMH) in Africa, the continent on which AMH originated ∼200 kya (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994) . Recent fossil evidence suggests that Homo emerged ∼2.8 million yr ago (Mya) in Eastern Africa (Villmoare et al. 2015) . Several morphologically mosaic forms of Homo coexisted until ∼35 kya, well after the first appearance of AMH (Bräuer 2008; Rightmire 2009 ). The persistent coexistence of a variety of transitional forms of Homo with a mosaic of archaic and modern traits throughout Africa during the Pleistocene (Bräuer 2008; Rightmire 2009; Harvati et al. 2011) suggests ample opportunity for interbreeding among the ancestors of modern and archaic humans (Hammer et al. 2011) . Unfortunately, owing to the tropical environment over most of sub-Sahara Africa, to date efforts to obtain DNA from archaic hominin fossil bones and teeth have not been successful (Campana et al. 2013; Veeramah and Hammer 2014) . Archaic introgression in Africa can thus not be studied by directly comparing DNA sequences from archaic and modern populations.
Using a more indirect approach to infer archaic admixture, Plagnol and Wall (2006) recently analyzed patterns of divergence and linkage disequilibrium (LD) in DNA sequence polymorphism data from extant modern humans. Their summary statistic, S * , exploits the fact that recently introgressed lineages from long-isolated archaic humans show increased divergence and extensive LD (Plagnol and Wall 2006) . S * has been widely used to identify ancient admixture in modern humans both inside and outside Africa (Plagnol and Wall 2006; Wall et al. 2009; Hammer et al. 2011; Lachance et al. 2012; Vernot and Akey 2014) . Plagnol and Wall (2006) and Wall et al. (2009) inferred a 5% genetic contribution from a now-extinct taxon to the Niger-Kordofanian Yoruba farmers or their ancestors. Hammer et al. (2011) analyzed DNA sequence data from 61 noncoding loci in three contemporary subSaharan African populations. They found that hunter-gatherer African populations, including the Biaka Pygmy, Mbuti Pygmy, and San, contain ∼2% genetic material likely introgressed ∼35 kya from an archaic population that split from the ancestors of modern humans ∼700 kya. Recently, Lachance et al. (2012) applied S * to whole-genome data of three African hunter-gatherer populations and showed that their top-ranked S * loci are enriched for long-isolated lineages. These studies provide strong evidence for archaic admixture in Africa, but their inferences are limited because (1) they used genic sequences, in which recent natural selection may complicate inference (Plagnol and Wall 2006; Wall et al. 2009 ); (2) they surveyed only a small sample of genomic loci (Hammer et al. 2011) ; or (3) they did not control for confounding effects such as the demographic history of the interrogated populations (Lachance et al. 2012) , which can bias S * scores. Here, we search for whole genome-level evidence of archaic admixture by analyzing high coverage whole-genome sequence data from two Western African Pygmy populations, Biaka and Baka. We chose these African Pygmies to study the evolutionary history of modern humans in Africa because of prior evidence of archaic introgression in these two groups (Garrigan et al. 2005; Hayakawa et al. 2006; Hammer et al. 2011; Lachance et al. 2012) and because these populations are one of the basal groups on the extant human phylogeny, implying that they harbor some of the most ancient genetic lineages in humans (Tishkoff et al. 2009; Pickrell et al. 2012) . We apply the S * statistic to detect putatively introgressive genomic loci in the Pygmy populations. We assess the statistical significance of candidates through sophisticated whole-genome simulations that incorporate demography and variation in both recombination and mutation rates. We then test the hypothesis of no archaic introgression in Africa at the whole-genome level by comparing these null simulations with the data. To understand the demographic dynamics between the ancestors of archaic and modern humans, for our candidate introgressive loci, we investigate the joint distribution of time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) (Thomson et al. 2000) and genetic length, which represent the divergence between candidate archaic introgressive and modern human lineages as well as the time of introgression, respectively. Lastly, we discuss the number and timing of archaic admixture events in Africa by analyzing the pattern of LD and the distribution of genetic length using our candidate loci. Together, our results provide the first model-based whole-genome perspective on archaic introgression in Africa.
Results
Whole genome evidence of archaic introgression in Western African Pygmies
We analyzed high coverage (greater than 60×) whole-genome sequencing data from two Western Pygmy populations, Biaka (N = 4) (Hsieh et al. 2015) and Baka (N = 3) (Lachance et al. 2012) . To maximize statistical power for all our analyses, we combined the samples of the two populations because they are very recently diverged (Hsieh et al. 2015) . After a series of data quality control steps (Methods) to identify candidate archaic sequences, we calculated S * in overlapping 200-SNP (single-nucleotide polymorphism) windows across the entire genome. Because S * is sensitive to local recombination and mutation rate heterogeneity (Supplemental Fig. S1 ), we assessed the significance of S * for each window using whole-genome coalescent simulations that account for demographic history and this heterogeneity. We used two demographic models recently inferred from the same whole-genome samples (Hsieh et al. 2015 ) that incorporate both isolation and gene flow with neighboring farming populations (Supplemental Fig. S2 ; Supplemental Table S1 ). Because these two models do not include archaic admixture, they serve as the best demographic null models for our sample. To account for uncertainty in the recombination map, we simulated both models using the Yoruba HapMap (The International HapMap Consortium 2007) and African American (Hinch et al. 2011 ) genetic maps, for a total of four simulation sets. The S * P-value distributions for these simulation sets were highly correlated (Supplemental Fig. S3 ).
To formally test for evidence of archaic admixture in Africa, we compared the observed S * P-value distribution from our data with our demographic null S * P-value distributions based on the four whole-genome simulation sets. As expected, demographic null S * P-values are uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 ( Fig.   1 , solid line). More importantly, there is a strong excess of low S * P-values in the real data compared to our demographic null models (one-sided Mann-Whitney U test, P < 2.2 × 10 −16 ) ( Fig. 1) . This is consistent with the alternative hypothesis of archaic introgressive sequences in our Pygmy whole-genome sample, and we thus reject the demographic null models of no archaic introgression.
The significant difference in S * P-value distribution between the real data and demographic null simulations suggests that our approach can identify sequences with signatures of archaic introgression. The P-value approach identifies different sequences from the conventional statistical outlier approach (Supplemental Fig. S4 ). Calling the top 1% of windows as significant for both P-value and S * , we find many windows that have extreme S * values are not statistically significant when controlling for the confounding effects of demography and genomic heterogeneity in mutation and recombination rates (Supplemental Fig. S4, quadrant I) . Conversely, we also find many windows that are statistically significant although their S * values are not extreme on a genome-wide basis (Supplemental Fig. S4 , quadrant III). We chose the significance threshold of the top 1% S * P-values through whole-genome simulations with various plausible archaic admixture scenarios (Methods; Supplemental Fig. S10 ). We found that with this threshold, our downstream analyses provided consistent inferences with those based on simulations (Supplemental Tables S2-S5 ). We estimated that the false discovery rate (FDR) in our top 1% of windows ranges from ∼19% to ∼68% across the four neutral whole-genome simulation sets (Supplemental Table S6 ) using the approach of Williamson et al. (2007) (Methods) . To minimize the impact of demographic and recombination model misspecification on our results, we chose candidate introgressive loci only if they were significant (top 1% in P-value distribution) using all four simulation sets. Our inference of candidate introgressive loci is thus more conservative than suggested by the single-simulation FDR estimates. This procedure yielded 265 distinct candidate introgressive loci (∼20 Mb in total length) (Methods) that were spread across the entire genome (Supplemental Fig. S5 ). Interestingly, there was a marked depletion of candidate archaic lineages in genic regions (one-sided Fisher's exact test, P ∼ 0.01). To illustrate the typical genomic characteristics of our candidate introgressive loci, we generated a network plot of computationally phased haplotypes (Bandelt et al. 1999) for one of the top candidate loci, Chr 16:8702222-8747116 ( Fig. 2 ; Supplemental Fig. S6 ). The estimated TMRCA for this locus is ∼2.9 million yr ago. For comparison, we also included haplotypes from nine publicly available Yoruba farmer genomes (Drmanac et al. 2010 ) and rooted the network using the chimpanzee sequence (PanTro3). The network shows a long branch separating four Pygmy haplotypes from a cluster with all remaining Pygmy and Yoruba haplotypes (Fig. 2) . The absence of reticulation among the four haplotypes on the basal branch is consistent with recent introgression into modern humans (Mendez et al. 2013 ).
Inference of demographic dynamics using candidate loci for archaic admixture
We further analyzed our 265 candidate introgressive loci to infer the dynamics of admixture in Africa. First, for each candidate locus, we calculated the TMRCA and genetic length. The divergence time between the sequences of two hybridizing species can be inferred from the TMRCA (Lachance et al. 2012) , and the time of introgression can be inferred through the genetic length. Mya and as recently as ∼4.6 kya. This implies that interbreeding among archaic and modern humans occurred multiple times or in a continuous fashion. For comparison, we calculated both TMRCA and genetic length for three alternative sets of 265 loci that were randomly drawn from (1) the top 1% loci in the S * distribution; (2) the bottom 1% loci in the S * P-value distribution; and (3) the whole genome. The TMRCA distribution of our candidate introgressive loci is significantly older than those of the other three sub-data sets (one-sided Mann-Whitney U test, P < 3.1 × 10 −15 in all three tests) ( Fig. 3 ; Supplemental Fig. S7 ), suggesting that our P-value approach has enriched for potentially introgressive sequences. On the other hand, the genetic length distribution of our S * P-value candidate loci is also significantly different from those of the other sub-data sets (two-sided Mann-Whitney U test, P < 1.06 × 10 −5 in all three tests) ( Fig. 3; Supplemental Fig. S8 ). Together, these results suggest that our S * P-value candidate introgressive loci contain different demographic information from the conventional outliers in the empirical S * distribution.
To further investigate the observed pattern of TMRCA and genetic length for our candidate introgressive loci, we used a variant The solid line represents the null S * P-value distributions of the four whole-genome null simulation sets, derived by calculating P-values using a single randomly chosen simulation from each set. All four are uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 as expected. For the real data (dashed lines), all four analyses show a significant shift to small P-values in the observed S * P-value distribution (one-sided Mann-Whitney U test, P < 2.2 × 10 −16 ), thus rejecting our demographic null hypotheses including no archaic admixture. (Hammer et al. 2011) , D 3 , to estimate the minimum of the sizes of the two most basal lineages for a given locus; thus, D 3 is sensitive to the admixture proportion (Methods). Interestingly, ∼92% of our candidate introgressive loci (244 of 265) have frequencies <10% (i.e., only contain a single copy of the putative archaic chromosome, D 3 = 1), suggesting a relatively low admixture proportion from archaic to modern humans (Supplemental Fig. S9 ). Moreover, we found that D 3 is positively correlated with TMRCA (Pearson's correlation = 0.52, P < 2.2 × 10 −16
), but negatively correlated with genetic length (Pearson's correlation = −0.16, P = 0.008). The introgressive archaic lineages that rose to higher frequency (i.e., large D 3 ) may result from a strong admixture event or stochastic genetic drift in the past, but we cannot rule out the possible effect of positive natural selection.
To infer the number and the dates of admixture events, we modeled the decay of admixture-induced LD as an exponential function of genetic distance. The number of exponential decays represents the number of admixture events, and the rates of decay can be used to estimate times of admixture (Methods). This approach has been applied to study admixture in many human populations, including cases involving archaic hominins (Moorjani et al. 2011; Sankararaman et al. 2012; Loh et al. 2013; Fu et al. 2014; Pickrell et al. 2014) . To assess the efficacy of this LD approach under a complex demographic model, we applied this method to simulated whole-genome data with archaic admixture. Simulations were generated by incorporating various scenarios of archaic admixture into the best-fit demographic model for Western African Pygmies described in Hsieh et al. (2015) , which includes population divergence, population isolation, and recent asymmetric gene flow (Methods; Supplemental Figs. S2, S10). The top 1% S * P-value candidate loci for each whole-genome simulation set were determined using the same analysis pipeline as described above for the real data. We found that this approach can correctly infer single-wave admixture when we fit LD curves using a distance range of 0.02 to 1 cM, except for simulations in which admixture occurred 7800 generations ago (Supplemental Table  S2 ). This is expected because this distance range, which is also suggested in Sankararaman et al. (2012) , focuses the inference on admixture events up to 5000 generations ago. Indeed, inferences with this distance range do not have the power to detect the older admixture events in simulated two-wave archaic admixture scenarios (7800 and 300 generations ago) (Supplemental Table S4 ), which results in falsely accepting the single-wave archaic admixture model. This approach does tend to substantially underestimate times since admixture (Supplemental Tables S2-S5 ), suggesting that these estimated archaic admixture times should be considered as lower bounds, at least when the underlying population history is as complex as the models simulated here. For example, the LD-based method predicts an admixture time of 212 generations ago, which is ∼1/6 of the true time (1200 generations ago), from the simulation of a single 2% archaic admixture event (Supplemental Table S2 ).
To reduce possible confounding effects due to natural selection, we fit these models to the 244 low-frequency candidate archaic introgressive sequences ( D 3 = 1) (Supplemental Fig. S9 ). Note that these 244 low-frequency putative archaic lineages have similarly wide distributions in both TMRCA (median: 1.04 Mya; range: 0.53-3.58 Mya) and genetic length (median: 0.16 cM; range: 0.004-0.625 cM) to those of the original 265 candidate loci (Supplemental Fig. S9 ). Using the single-wave model with the genetic distance range 0.02-1 cM, we inferred that admixture between the ancestors of modern Africans and putative archaic humans occurred ∼312 (95% C.I.: 45-975) generations ago or 9048 (95% C.I.: 1305-28,275) yr ago ( Fig. 4A ; also see Supplemental Fig. S11A ; Supplemental Table S7 ), assuming a generation time of 29 yr (Methods). We were not able to obtain a stable fit under a two-wave model (a sum of two exponentials) with this genetic distance range. Our inference thus suggests that there was a single archaic admixture event within the past 5000 generations (or ∼150,000 yr).
In order to further investigate the pattern of LD decay, we performed parametric bootstraps, in which we simulated wholegenome data under various plausible demographic models with archaic admixture (Supplemental Fig. S10 ). Interestingly, we found that the LD decay of the top 1% S * P-value loci from the data is not compatible with that from any of the single-and two-pulse archaic admixture simulations (two-sided Mann-Whitney U test, P < 2.2 × 10 −16
) (Supplemental Fig. S12 ). Nor are the distributions of genetic length of the top 1% S * P-value loci compatible between the data and the simulations (two-sided Mann-Whitney U test, P < 2.2 × 10 −16
) (Supplemental Fig. S13 ). To test whether these observations may result from more than a single pulse of introgression, we carried out LD fits using the wider distance range 0.002-1 cM to search for evidence of possible admixture events that occurred deeper in time. Under the two-wave model and with the same generation time, we inferred admixture waves occurring ∼19,342 (95% C.I.: 2438-44,772) and ∼312 (95% C.I.: 106-1376) generations ago ( Fig. 4B ; also see Supplemental Fig. S11B ; Supplemental Table S7 ). The two-wave model fits significantly better than the single-wave model (likelihood ratio test, P-value <2.2 × 10 −16
, χ 2 with d.f. = 2), and therefore, we rejected the model of singlewave admixture from archaic to modern humans in Africa. We also evaluated this analysis framework with this genetic distance range in our archaic whole-genome simulations. We found that although this analysis can correctly infer a true two-wave model (Supplemental Table S5 ), it also tends to falsely reject the singlewave archaic admixture model for simulations of single-wave archaic admixture (Supplemental Table S3 ). This suggests that at the genetic distance range of 0.002-1 cM, this method does not have statistical specificity to distinguish complex from simpler admixture models. However, the joint distribution of TMRCA and Figure 3 . Wide joint distribution of TMRCA and genetic length for the top 1% S * P-value candidate loci. Darker gray dots and lighter gray triangles are, respectively, the two candidate sets from the top 1% candidate loci from the observed S * P-value and empirical S * distributions. The top and right plots show the marginal density of genetic length and TMRCA, respectively, for both candidate sets.
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genetic length for the top 1% S * P-value candidate loci from the data is qualitatively more similar to those from the two-wave archaic admixture simulations than to those from the single-wave simulations (Fig. 5) . Although none of the archaic admixture simulations statistically agree with the data in the joint distribution (MANOVA test, P < 2.8 × 10 −12 for any pair of data and archaic admixture simulations), this suggests that models with two-wave archaic admixture do indeed reproduce the observed S * signal (sequence divergence and LD decay) better than those with single-wave admixture. Although caution is required in interpreting the result of the likelihood-ratio test for distinguishing singlewave from multiple-wave archaic admixture, together our inferences suggest recurrent archaic admixture in AMH evolution in Africa, with evidence that at least one such event occurred as recently as ∼9000 yr ago.
Discussion
The limited fossil record and the absence of ancient DNA within Africa have hampered our understanding of the processes that gave rise to AMH. Thus, here we have taken an indirect, modelbased inference approach to test the hypothesis of archaic admixture in Africa using high coverage whole-genome sequence data of two African Pygmy populations, which were previously suggested Figure 4 . Decay of pairwise LD with respect to genetic distance for SNPs ascertained from the top 1% candidate introgressive loci. Black and blue dots are the average estimated LD among pairs of SNPs binned using genetic distance (in 0.001 cM increments) using real data and 100 bootstraps, respectively. The genetic distance is calculated based on the HapMap Yoruba map (The International HapMap Consortium 2007) . For the cases of using the African American map (Hinch et al. 2011 ), see Supplemental Figure S10 . The green curve is the fit of a single exponential using the data, while the red and orange curves are the fits of two exponentials using the real data and 100 bootstraps, respectively. (A) Fitting LD decay within genetic distance 0.02-1 cM. (B) Fitting LD decay within genetic distance 0.002-1 cM. Figure 5 . Comparison of the joint distributions of TMRCA and genetic length for the top 1% S * P-value candidate loci from the data and whole-genome archaic admixture simulations. In each panel, the joint and marginal distributions of TMRCA (million yr ago) and genetic length (cM) of our candidate loci from the data (black cross and solid line in scatter and density plots, respectively) are compared with those from archaic admixture simulations (symbols and dashed lines in scatter and density plots, respectively): (A) two-wave archaic admixture model; (B) single-wave, 2% archaic admixture; (C) single-wave, 5% archaic admixture. TMRCA estimates for archaic simulation candidates were obtained from simulated coalescent trees in MaCS (Chen et al. 2009 ).
Archaic admixture in African Pygmies
Genome (Garrigan et al. 2005; Hayakawa et al. 2006; Hammer et al. 2011; Lachance et al. 2012) . We reject the hypothesis of no archaic admixture (P < 2.2 × 10 −16 ) (Fig. 1 ) by comparing patterns of linkage disequilibrium quantified by S * in data with whole-genome simulations. It is important to note that our inference approach incorporates the bestfit demographic null models for our Pygmy sample (Hsieh et al. 2015) and accounts for genomic recombination and mutation rate heterogeneity, which mitigates the effects of these confounding factors. Although previous studies have found evidence for archaic admixture in these populations (Hammer et al. 2011; Lachance et al. 2012) , our in-depth analyses reveal more about the timing and dynamics of the admixture process.
We observed our 265 candidate introgressive loci from the top 1% S * P-value distribution across the entire genome; however, there is a strong depletion of candidate introgressive lineages in genic regions (P ∼ 0.01). This is consistent with the recent observation of Neanderthal ancestry "deserts" in Eurasian genomes Vernot and Akey 2014) , possibly due to genetic incompatibility in hybrids (Zinner et al. 2011; Twyford and Ennos 2012; Sankararaman et al. 2014; Vernot and Akey 2014) . Our results also support the hypothesis of complex demographic dynamics between archaic humans and the ancestral population that gave rise to modern humans (Hammer et al. 2011; Hammer 2013 ). The wide distributions in both TMRCA and genetic length for our candidate introgressive loci (Fig. 3 ) provide the first model-based genome-level evidence that admixture between archaic humans and the ancestors of anatomically modern humans might be a common feature of human evolution in Africa. The TMRCA distribution of the candidate introgressive loci presented here is compatible with results from a recent study of three African hunter-gatherer populations (Lachance et al. 2012 ). The genetic length distribution of our putative introgressive loci can be considered as a proxy for time of introgression, which ranges from 0.97 Mya to ∼4.6 kya. However, caution must be exercised as direct inference of admixture time based on tract length distribution can be misleading due to violation of underlying model assumptions (Liang and Nielsen 2014) . Moreover, gene flow from archaic humans was relatively weak, with ∼92% of these candidate loci having frequencies of the putative archaic haplotype <10% (Supplemental Fig. S9 ). Together, our results imply that frequent but low-level interbreeding between archaic and modern humans or their ancestors might have occurred in the past in Africa.
Modeling the decay of archaic-admixture-induced LD in the genetic distance range 0.02-1 cM among our candidate introgressive loci, we found evidence of at least one African archaic admixture event within the last ∼150,000 yr. From our simulation study, this inferred admixture date of ∼9000 (95% C.I.: 1305-28,275) yr ago should be treated as a lower bound because the LD-based method used here indeed tends to substantially underestimate the actual date of admixture (Results; Supplemental Table S2 ). In addition, by comparing the joint and marginal distributions of TMRCA and genetic length among the inferred candidate loci and whole-genome archaic admixture simulations, we found that two-wave archaic admixture models reproduce the S * signals of the data qualitatively better than single-wave models, although the two-wave models are still an incomplete description of the data ( Fig. 5 ; Supplemental Figs. S12, S13). When using genetic distances in the range of 0.002-1 cM, we rejected a single-wave admixture model. Our simulation study, however, shows that this method also has low statistical specificity (i.e., high false rejection rate) in this genetic distance regime (Supplemental Tables S3, S5 ). We cannot rule out that processes other than archaic introgression may have produced the signals we observed. Thus, although our inferences indeed reject the null model of no archaic admixture and find modest evidence for recurrent archaic admixture, further work is needed to better characterize the nature of the admixture process in Africa. Indeed, recent studies favor models featuring recurrent archaic admixture outside Africa (Kim and Lohmueller 2015; Vernot and Akey 2015) . Neanderthals coexisted and interbred with modern humans as well as Denisovans in Eurasia from at least 100 kya until ∼30 kya before they disappeared from the fossil record (Wall and Hammer 2006; Reich et al. 2011; Pääbo 2014; Prüfer et al. 2014; Veeramah and Hammer 2014) . Inside the African continent, although the putative source population(s) of archaic admixture is unclear, hominin fossils indicate the coexistence of several morphologically distinct Homo lineages in the past 2.8 million yr (Potts 2013) . Some Middle-Later Pleistocene hominin fossils show intermediate forms with both modern and archaic features (Bräuer 2008; Rightmire 2009; Harvati et al. 2011) . Furthermore, recent studies show evidence for Neanderthal-like lineages in several sub-Saharan African populations, possibly resulting from back migration of admixed non-African populations (Wang et al. 2013; Gallego Llorente et al. 2015) . Together, these results suggest there was ample opportunity for admixture to occur among different hominin forms in Africa. We note that the confidence interval for the date of our inferred single-pulse admixture event (9048 kya, 95% C.I.: 1.3-28.2 kya) encompasses the estimated age of fossils (∼13 kya) at the Iwo Elero site in Nigeria that exhibit cranial features intermediate between those of archaic and modern humans (Harvati et al. 2011) . However, it is important to point out that archaic introgression need not have been directly into the ancestors of modern Pygmies; rather, it may have resulted from recent gene flow from one or more modern human populations that themselves were recently admixed or that shared recent common ancestry with some unknown archaic hominin(s). The date of the inferred admixture is coincident with the development of agriculture in Africa ∼5-10 kya (Phillipson 2005 ) and the estimated time of agriculture expansion for Niger-Kodorfanian-speaking farmers ∼7 kya (95% C.I.: 5.7-9.6 kya) . African Pygmies have undergone extensive gene flow with neighboring farmers (Patin et al. 2009; Tishkoff et al. 2009; Jarvis et al. 2012; Hsieh et al. 2015) , and recent studies suggest that some Western African populations, including the Niger-Kodorfanian Yoruba farmers from Nigeria, show strong signals of ancient admixture (Plagnol and Wall 2006; Wall et al. 2009 ). Thus, it is plausible that archaic lineages associated with this inferred admixture event introgressed recently into one or more non-Pygmy African populations, such as the ancestors of African farmers, and subsequently entered the Pygmy population through recent gene flow from these non-Pygmy neighboring groups. Nevertheless, because our simulation study shows the tendency of underestimation of the archaic admixture date using the LD-based approach, caution is warranted while interpreting the inferred admixture time.
Inferring more descriptive demographic models for archaic-AMH divergence time, introgression time, and admixture proportion will require a much larger sample of modern human genome sequences. It will also require more sophisticated demographic models that incorporate not only archaic admixture, but recent changes in the size and structure of AMH populations. Although our inferences are limited as a result of a relatively small sample size, an advantage of our whole-genome inference framework is that it controls for confounding variables through the use of whole-genome simulations and realistic demographic null models that account for variation in genomic mutation and recombination rates. Future work may be needed to control for other sources of uncertainty, such as model misspecification; yet we believe the inference approach presented here offers an improved framework for shedding light on the question of archaic admixture in Africa.
Our results suggest that gene flow between archaic forms and the ancestors of modern humans in Africa may have occurred multiple times or continuously at low levels over evolutionary time. Throughout the entire Pleistocene, the African environment underwent a series of wet-dry episodes (Potts 2013) , many of which coincide with the first and last appearances of hominin fossils and major stone tool transitions in Africa. This suggests a scenario characterized by pressure to adapt to a variety of environmental conditions over the course of the Pleistocene (deMenocal 2011; Potts 2013 ). This may account for the fossil evidence of a variety of forms exhibiting different combinations of archaic and anatomically modern features (Bräuer 2008; Rightmire 2009; Harvati et al. 2011) . It is tempting to speculate that recurrent interbreeding among diverse hominins may have played a key role in producing novel genotypes, which in turn facilitated the process of adaptation to changing environmental conditions. Thus, our own species may have emerged as the sole surviving member of the genus Homo as a result of the acquisition of genes that descend from divergent ancestors that occupied different ecological niches over a wider temporal and spatial range (Stringer 2012) . The ultimate resolution of this question, and in particular for regions of the genome that code for anatomically modern traits, has important implications for human origin models and the evolutionary processes that took place during the archaic-to-modern transition (Hammer 2013 ).
Methods
Whole-genome sequencing data and data filtering DNA of the four Biaka Pygmies were obtained from publicly available cell lines administrated by the Centre d'Etude du Polymorphism Human Genome Diversity Panel (Li et al. 2008) . Sequencing of the three Baka Pygmies has been previously described (Lachance et al. 2012 ) (NCBI dbSNP submitter batch IDs: Lachance2012Cell_snp, Lachance2012Cell_deletion, Lachance 2012Cell_insertion, and Lachance2012Cell_complex_substitu-tion.). Nine Yoruba genomes were downloaded from the CGI public data repository (Drmanac et al. 2010) . The median coverage across these samples in this study is 60.5×. The genome assembly and variant calling were generated using the standard CGI Assembly Pipeline 1.10, CGA Tools 1.4, and NCBI Human Reference Genome build 37. Because CGI is currently not supporting GRCh38, our data were aligned according to GRCh37/hg19. Given the relatively small sample size of our data, to assure genotyping quality, we included only variants that were (1) fully called across all samples, (2) not in any known/called indels, (3) not in any known/called copy number variants, (4) not in any known segmental duplication regions, and (5) had valid corresponding human-chimpanzee alignment (PanTro3, hg19). Databases that were used for the steps 3, 4, and 5 were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser as of May 2013. This filtering process resulted in a total of 10,865,288 autosomal SNVs. According to the Genome Reference Consortium (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ projects/genome/assembly/grc/info/index.shtml), the major improvements in GRCh38, compared to GRCh37/hg19, are in (1) providing alternative scaffolds to better represent complex regions (e.g., centromeres) in the genome; (2) closing/reducing the known gaps in the previous releases (sizes of gaps: ∼234 Mb or 7.6% in GRCh37/ hg19 and ∼151 Mb or 4.9% in GRCh38); and (3) correcting assembly errors, particularly for complex regions, in the previous releases. Although realigning our data to GRCh38 might yield more data in complex regions, we do not expect this will affect our conclusions, because we excluded most complex regions and known gaps from all of our analyses.
Genetic recombination maps
For our analyses of the data and our simulations, we used two recently published African genetic maps: the Yoruba HapMap recombination map (based on linkage disequilibrium patterns) (The International HapMap Consortium 2007) and the African American recombination map (based on breakpoints of admixture tracts) (Hinch et al. 2011) . Because these maps are built using different populations and different inference approaches, they are expected to be sensitive to different time periods of human history. Therefore, to avoid possible biases in our inferences, we chose to repeat all of our analyses with these two maps. Markers within the first 5 Mb on each chromosome were removed due to possible underestimation of rates of recombination in the African American recombination map as suggested by Hinch et al. (2011) . For consistency, this filter was also applied to data generated using the HapMap recombination map. Note that because our candidate loci were determined using both the HapMap and African American genetic maps and the recombination rates per megabase (cM/Mb) of these loci are highly correlated between these two maps (Pearson's correlation = 0.97, P < 2.2 × 10 −16
), we only reported values for both recombination rate and genetic distance using HapMap unless stated otherwise.
Coalescent whole-genome simulations
We performed whole-genome coalescent simulations using MaCS (Chen et al. 2009 ), which simulates two demographic models that were previously inferred using these samples (Hsieh et al. 2015) . To account for mutational heterogeneity, we first divided the whole genome into windows of 25,000 nucleotides. For the jth window, the population genetic mutation parameterû j was estimated using ∂a∂i (Gutenkunst et al. 2009 ) given a demographic model. Then each MaCS simulation was conducted using the mutation parameter,û max , the largest θ estimated among all of the windows. Lastly, for the jth window, we adjusted its mutation rate by dropping the proportion 1 − (û j /û max ) of the simulated variants. We also incorporated the two genetic recombination maps that are available for Africans to capture recombination hotspots in our wholegenome simulations. For sequences between markers in the map, including hotspots and coldspots, a uniform interpolated recombination rate was assumed. For all of our simulated sequences, we excluded the same variant sites that were removed in the real data due to our quality filtering criteria (Methods). To account for the uncertainty of the demographic parameter estimates, we simulated 1000 models drawn from the confidence intervals of the parameter estimates for each of the two best-fit demographic models.
We used the same whole-genome simulation framework to simulate whole-genome data of archaic introgression under various plausible archaic admixture scenarios (Supplemental Fig.  S10 ; Supplemental Tables S2-S5 ). Models underlying these simulations were based on Hammer et al. (2011) , and the best-fit demographic model (Model-1) (Supplemental Fig. S2A ) was taken from Hsieh et al. (2015) . Because we are interested in parameters related to archaic admixture, for simplicity we fixed other parameters, including the effective population sizes for the ancestors of modern humans, Pygmies, and farmer populations, times of divergence between populations, as well as the asymmetric gene-flow between Pygmy and farmer populations, as described in Hammer et al. (2011) and Hsieh et al. (2015) . In addition, we assumed the same population size (6700 individuals) for both the common ancestor of archaic/modern humans and the archaic human population. For single-wave archaic admixture simulations, the time of admixture into modern human lineages was set at 1200, 2700, 5500, or 7800 generations ago (Supplemental Fig. S10 ). For the two-wave archaic admixture simulations, we set the two events to be 7800 and 300 generations ago in order to investigate extreme cases. The admixture proportion was set to be 2%, 5%, or 10% in each of the simulations (Supplemental Tables S2-S5 ).
Identification of archaic introgressive sequences and hypothesis testing of no archaic admixture
To detect archaic introgressive sequences, we calculated the summary statistic S * , which is known to be sensitive to archaic admixture without using an archaic reference genome (Plagnol and Wall 2006) . S * searches for sequences in which SNPs likely originated in an archaic population (deep TMRCA of individual loci) and are still in strong LD (i.e., these sites are congruent), and it returns variant sites that are congruent. We implemented the dynamic programming approach for calculating S * using the same scoring function (Plagnol and Wall 2006) , except that for any given SNP, we chose to only tolerate at most two mismatches among chromosomes because our sample size is smaller (N = 7) than the original study of S * (N = 12, Yoruba population) (Plagnol and Wall 2006) . We calculated S * for regions defined by a sliding window of 200 SNPs with a step size of 50 SNPs. Windows longer than 1 Mb were dropped to avoid complex genomic regions, such as centromeres or large structural variants. We determined the significance of S * values from these windows by comparing with our whole-genome simulations. A window was deemed significant if its corresponding P-value was within the top 1% in the P-value distribution. We estimated false discovery rates by adopting the method of Storey and Tibshirani (2003) , but estimated the tuning parameter λ using the procedure and parameter settings suggested in Williamson et al. (2007) . Together, we generated four sets of whole-genome simulations based on the combination of two models and two genetic recombination maps. Finally, we defined candidate archaic introgression loci to be those windows that were significant in all four whole-genome simulation data sets. The bounds of an introgressive candidate locus are the leftmost and rightmost congruent sites selected by S * ; this length thus represents a lower bound in length for each candidate.
To formally test the hypothesis of no admixture, we performed a goodness-of-fit test with a significance level of 1% to compare the P-value distribution from observed data to the expected P-value distribution from a simulation under the best-fit demographic null model. The expected null P-value distribution was constructed by treating a randomly drawn whole-genome simulation as the real data. The goodness-of-fit test was performed using a one-sided Mann-Whitney U test implemented in R (R Core Team 2015).
The haplotype network plot was generated using PopART v1.7 (http://popart.otago.ac.nz). Hierarchical clustering for haplotype data was performed using the R function "hclust" in the stats package (R Core Team 2015) with pairwise nucleotide differences as the distance matrix.
Haplotypes were computationally phased using BEAGLE v3.1.1 (Browning and Browning 2007) . To enhance phasing accuracy, we included additional public genotype data: a Bakola and a Bedzen genome (CGI Assembly Pipeline 1.10, CGA Tools 1.4) from Lachance et al. (2012) ; 16 Biaka Pygmies genotyped by the Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP; Illumina 650k) (Li et al. 2008) . The nine Yoruba genomes were phased separately using the same approach, with an additional four Luhya genomes from the CGI public data repository, genotype data of 81 Yoruba and 86 Luhya samples from the 1000 Genomes Project, and 21 Yoruba and 10 Luhya samples from the HGDP. All positions were converted into hg19 coordinates using UCSC liftOver utility, if necessary.
Statistical inference on archaic admixture in Western African Pygmies
Under the Wright-Fisher evolution, the TMRCA is an estimator for the time of divergence between the archaic and modern human sequences (Wall 2000; Lachance et al. 2012) , and the genetic length of a putative archaic sequence represents a proxy of the time of sequence introgression (Pool and Nielsen 2009; Gravel 2012) . We used the method of Thomson et al. (2000) to estimate TMRCA for each candidate archaic introgressive locus, assuming a divergence of 6 My between human and chimpanzee (Glazko and Nei 2003) and a generation time of 29 yr (Fenner 2005; Langergraber et al. 2012) . For each candidate locus, we estimated the genetic length by taking the difference between the two ends of the locus in terms of their genetic positions according to the two genetic recombination maps (The International HapMap Consortium 2007; Hinch et al. 2011 ). To further investigate our candidate archaic sequences, for each of these candidate sequences, we calculated the D 3 statistic, an estimator for the amount of archaic admixture (Hammer et al. 2011) . D 3 was originally defined as min(|G1|, | G2|), where G1 and G2 are the two most diverged basal haplotypes of congruent sites identified by S * , identified by clustering all sequences. To avoid potential biases in D 3 due to haplotype phasing errors, we instead constructed an estimator of D 3 , D 3 , based on the genotypes of the unphased congruent sites. Under the WrightFisher model, the expected frequency for a given allele does not change over time (Hartl et al. 1997 ). Thus, given that a sequence was truly introgressed from an archaic population into modern humans, the derived allele counts of the congruent sites across this locus would reflect the strength of admixture. Thus, we defined D 3 as the mode of the derived allele frequency of the congruent variant sites for each individual locus. Loci that have more than one mode were excluded because they might add noise to downstream analyses.
Parametric coalescent simulations and inference on admixture events using LD information Following recent studies (Sankararaman et al. 2012; Loh et al. 2013; Moorjani et al. 2013; Pickrell et al. 2014) , for any pair of alleles that arose on the archaic lineage and introgressed into modern humans at time t admix generations ago, the survival probability is defined as exp(−t admix d), where d is the genetic distance between the two alleles. The two-locus Wright-Fisher diffusion (Ohta and Kimura 1969) predicts that
where D is the expected LD at present; n is the number of independent admixture events; t admix,i is the time of the ith admixture events in generations; and a i is the intercept of the exponential curve. We calculated the expected LD for any pair of congruent sites selected by S * at a genetic distance d as
where S(x) is the set of all pairs of congruent SNPs that are at a genetic distance d.D(i, j) is the covariance between the unphased genotypes observed at SNP i and j, a robust estimator for the measurement of LD (Rogers and Huff 2009; Sankararaman et al. 2012) . The R function nls was used for curve-fitting, which maximizes the following log-likelihood function of each model using numerical optimization to obtain the maximum likelihood estimates for both the intercepts a i and rate of decay t admix,i because there are no close-form solutions for the parameters in nonlinear least squares.
where σ is the variance of residual between D observed and D fitted ; and i indexes over the N genetic distance bins. The date estimates of gene flow events were then inferred based on the rate of decay of the best-fit exponential curve. Model selection was performed through a likelihood ratio test in order to determine the best-fit exponential model. To assess the performance of this approach for distinguishing between single (simple) and two-pulse (complex) models, we simulated whole-genome data of archaic admixture as described in the previous section. Based on our simulation study, we chose to fit LD decay curves to the observed mean LD estimates for d in the range 0.02 cM to 1 cM in increments of 0.001 cM, which resulted in model inferences consistent with the underlying models in our simulations. To test for possible older admixture events, we also fit LD decay curves for d in the range 0.002 cM to 1 cM, although caution is required in interpretation, because LD within a short distance may be confounded by background LD. To ensure the convergence of the best-fit curve for each exponential model, we generated 100 random initial sets as start parameters and performed optimization using a Gauss-Newton algorithm. Finally, the confidence intervals of the parameters (intercepts and rates of decay) for the best-fit exponential curve were estimated based on 100 conventional nonparametric bootstraps. We assumed a generation time of 29 yr (Fenner 2005; Langergraber et al. 2012) to convert the date estimates to physical years.
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